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Securing Your Windows
2000 Web Site

Security is definitely a perennial concern,
even more so now that mission-critical

and sensitive applications are being made
available via the Internet. Microsoft’s basic
survival strategy is to evolve the Internet so
that people put information out on it. Now
that the thirst to have this information
available from anywhere at anytime is
unquenchable, the need to protect it is com-
ing to the forefront. For example, I want to
be able to pay my bills, look up account
information, manage my insurance policies,
make investments, etc., from any PC anytime
I want. However, I am terrified that someone
will access this information, exploit it, and
create major problems for me.

On a daily basis we hear stories of hackers
compromising web site information. In
fact, even Microsoft’s own network was
broken into. As Microsoft promotes
Windows 2000 as the web and application
server of the Internet, securing it properly
becomes imperative. Let’s be honest, no
system is bullet proof, but taking basic pre-
cautions to protect your site against the
obvious holes that most hackers exploit is
common sense. Therefore, it is imperative
that you keep up with newsgroups and web
sites (like ntbugtrap.com) and Microsoft’s
security bulletin. Not closing those known
security holes is just an invitation for trouble.

Each application that you put on Internet
Information Services (IIS), whether it be
Cold Fusion, Site Server, or the new
Microsoft Commerce Server, has built-in
security management and associated risks.
While you must close those holes on an
application level, you must first address the
Windows 2000 and IIS vulnerabilities.

The first thing to do is to bring yourself up
to speed on all of the latest patches and infor-
mation from Microsoft. The web site
www.microsoft.com/technet/security contains

a wealth of security information, including
the Microsoft security bulletins, all of the
security related patches, and the checklists.

The first checklist that you need to review
is the Windows NT C2 security checklist,
which is available at www.microsoft.com/
technet/security/c2config.asp. By applying
the items on the checklist you will help
ensure that the operating system is secure.
The checklist includes such suggestions as
removing the OS/2 and POSIX subsystem,
as well as a list of operating system registry
vulnerabilities. Although this checklist was
written for NT4, it is still applicable for
Windows 2000.

The second checklist you should review is
the Secure Internet Information Services
(IIS) 5 checklist, which is available at
www.microsoft.com/technet/security. This
checklist includes download information for
a great new utility that takes most of the man-
ual work out of securing the IIS part of your
server. While the first checklist I mentioned
has you making manual changes to the reg-
istry, etc., this checklist is more policy- and
template-oriented. Windows 2000 is heavily
into using policies and templates, rather than
manually going into the registry and changing

things. Once you create this template, you
can copy it to all your IIS servers, so that the
security template will be consistent.

To use this template, perform the follow-
ing steps:

1. Copy the template to the
c:\winnt\security\templates directory.

2. Open the Security Templates tool.
3. Open the Security Configuration and

Analysis tool, and load the template.
4. Right-click the Security Configuration

and Analysis tool, and choose Analyze
Computer Now from the context menu.

5. Review the findings, and update the
template as necessary.

6. Once you’re happy with the template,
right-click the Security Configuration
and Analysis tool, and choose
Configure Computer Now from the
context menu.

7. Copy the saved template to your other
servers and repeat.

Another handy tool is the IIS lock tool,
which allows you to generate a template for
configuring this box, based on the applica-
tion needs (e.g., generic web server, Cold
Fusion server, etc.) . This tool can be found
at www.microsoft.com/technet/security.
You click a couple of check boxes, and gen-
erate a policy for that server. You tell it what
you “wish to do” by clicking on the option
boxes, generating the template, and using
iisconfig.cmd to apply the policy to your
server. See Figure 1.

There is a common misconception about
security when you use a 128-bit Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) certificate. By using the
certificate, all you are doing is creating an
encrypted session between the browser and
the web application. You are not adding a
level of authentication confidence with this
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certificate. The certificate prevents people from being able to eavesdrop
on your network conversation, so that if you are authenticating to appli-
cations, user names and passwords are not being sent in clear text across
the Internet. There are two methods of authentication for NT-based
web applications — Basic and Challenge/Response. Basic sends user
IDs and passwords in clear text, whereas Challenge/Response sends
them encrypted. Some browsers and application do not support
Challenge/Response, and require that you use Basic authentication. By
using the SSL connection, you are able to encrypt that session. Don’t
confuse SSL with the use of digital certificates as authentication. A
digital certificate as a method of authentication provides for a high
degree of certainty that the person presenting the login credentials is
who he says he is. The SSL certificate just provides an encrypted trans-
port for those credentials.

SUMMARY

“e-Business” and “web-based” were the buzzwords for 1999 and
2000. Now a new buzzword has been added: security. As Windows
2000 and IIS proliferate the web server platform, securing it is a
must. Microsoft, at least from a public relations perspective, is
trying very hard to ensure that the security holes are plugged.
While web applications (the application not the platform) may have
their own associated holes and risks, as server administrators, it is
imperative that we close the IIS and operating system level holes
that exist. The aforementioned checklists are a good start for
ensuring the security of your boxes, but keeping current is the
ultimate key to preventing malicious intrusion.
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FIGURE 1: BUILD A SECURITY TEMPLATE


